We study a variant of the conventional keeping-up-with-the-Joneses setup in which heterogeneous-ability agents care both about consumption and leisure and receive an utility premium if their consumption exceeds that of the Joneses'. Unlike the conventional setup in which all agents are assumed to want to participate in the rat race of staying ahead of the Joneses, our formulation explicitly permits the option to drop out. Mean-preserving changes in the spread of the underlying ability distribution, via its effect on the economy-wide composition of rat-race participants and drop-outs, have important consequences for induced distributions of leisure and income, consequences that are unobtainable using conventional keeping-up preferences.
Introduction
Human beings have always had an ambivalent attitude towards the commonly-observed practice of keeping up with the Joneses. The reason is simple. Keeping up with our neighbors is a worthy goal insofar as it acts as a desirable stimulus, impelling us to greater effort, as noted in the passage above. On the flip side though, the very act of keeping up exposes us to the influence of the Joneses on our lives, and this we may not like.
Predictably, this dialectic elicits one of two reactions in people; some choose to run on the "hedonic treadmill" of staying ahead of some reference group -the "rat race" -while others find such influence unwelcome, and opt out. In this paper, we study a preference formulation that captures this idea -that some people, acting in their own self interest, choose to participate in the rat race, while others choose not to. We use these preferences to study how individual choices about participation produce consequences for aggregate income and leisure distributions in an economy. Put another way, we ponder, what would the income/leisure distribution look like in an economy in which agents can choose to either join the rat race or forsake it?
Our framework is a variant on keeping up with the Joneses preferences. In such setups, the utility of any agent is influenced not just by her own consumption but also via external habits -the consumption of the Joneses. 2 Interpreted in a certain way, conventional keeping-up preference formulations share the underlying presumption that everyone welcomes such influence from the Joneses, and wants to keep up with them if they could; the issue of "what if they don't?" has not received much attention.
In our setup, people care both about consumption and leisure and when it comes to participation in the rat race, they have a choice. For example, they can choose to build a 2000 square feet house in a neighborhood with mainly 1200 square feet houses because they receive some 'extra' satisfaction knowing their house is bigger than their neighbors'. In the bargain, they sacrifice some leisure; more importantly, they expose themselves to a kind of 'jealousy' (Dupor and Liu, 2003) they would feel if their neighbors responded by building 3000 square feet houses. Alternatively, they can choose to build a 1000 square feet house in that same neighborhood, give up the aforementioned utility premium, and enjoy more leisure. Effectively, the presence of the latter option offers individuals a way to escape the influence of their neighbors -from having to get caught up in the rat race. 3 Depending on one's innate ability to convert time into income, different people make different choices: some choose to work a lot and build big houses while others choose to work less and live in smaller houses.
More formally, assume everyone cares about consumption and leisure, and preferences over consumption are level-dependent; only when their consumption exceeds a certain benchmark or threshold, agents get an extra utility boost from beating the benchmark, otherwise not. The benchmark is assumed to be proportional to the cross-sectional mean consumption in the economy; evidently, it is this endogeneity of the benchmark that makes the subsequent analysis especially challenging. 4 We embed these preferences into a model 2 Models with interdependent preferences have become immensely popular in many areas of economics and finance. Classic references in this literature include the seminal pieces by Abel (1990) ; Gali (1994) ; and more recently, Dupor and Liu (2003) . 3 That the negative influence of neighbors may create inefficiency has been studied. Corneo and Jeanne (1997) , in a model with preferences for relative wealth, showed that status concerns induce overaccumulation of capital but higher growth. 4 We are not the first to use a version of these preferences. Creedy (1998) , following up on pioneering work by Lewis and Ulph (1988) , analyze consumption and leisure choices in a model in which agents get a utility premium after their consumption crosses an exogenous threshold. More recently, Drakopoulos economy inhabited by heterogenous innate-ability agents. The level-dependence in consumption introduces a non-convexity in overall preferences -even though keeping-up is restricted to consumption, its effects are felt on leisure too. While the marginal benefit from an additional unit of leisure is the same under the option of participation or of dropping out, the accompanying marginal cost of lost consumption is higher under participation. A rise in the benchmark (average consumption) raises the marginal valuation of 'effective' consumption over leisure. A rat-race participant responds by substituting out of leisure (into work), earning more income, and raising her own consumption. A drop-out is spared all this.
Because of the aforediscussed nonconvexity, inequality in innate ability -what we'll refer to as fundamental inequality -induces inequality in other derived variables, such as income and leisure. We show that the means of these induced distributions depend on the entire innate-ability distribution -as such, fundamental inequality (captured, for example, by the second moment) affects the first and second moments of the income and leisure distributions. In particular, when ability-inequality rises (modeled as a mean-preserving increase in the spread of the innate-ability distribution), more people may participate in the rat race, causing average labor supply and income to increase, provided the societal consumption benchmark is sufficiently high (made precise below). The variance of labor supply and income may also increase. 5 Our analysis informs the more general discussion, posed for example, by Banerjee and Newman (1991) , Galor (1996) , and others: "Does a market economy exacerbate the level of inequality in wealth and income, or does it merely reproduce variation in individual attributes?" They go on to argue that " [u] nder the complete markets of Arrow and Debreu, (2008) has studied an alternative version of these preferences, identifying the threshold with income needed to satisfy some commonly-accepted notion of basic needs. Overall, this type of preference formulation has also received some indirect empirical backing. For example, Dynan and Ravina (2007) analyze time-series General Social Survey data for the U.S. and find that self-reported "happiness is higher the greater one's income is relative to one's neighbors, with the effect concentrated among those with above-average incomes." (italics ours) 5 Kuhn and Lozano (2008) find that "between 1970 and 1990, the share of employed-for-pay U.S. men who worked more than 48 hours in the U.S. Census reference week rose from 15.4% to 23.3%....the increase in long hours was [...] concentrated among highly educated, high-wage, and older men, and it was largely confined to workers paid on a salaried basis." 4 there are essentially two sources of variation in income, namely differences in preferences and differences in endowments...". These features are not present in our model: the model is static, there is no risk and no market aggregation to speak of, and everyone has identical preferences. Agents differ only in their endowments of innate-ability (fundamental inequality). Yet, it is precisely the non-convexity in preferences, brought on by the choice to drop out, that leads people with different endowments to take disproportionately different decisions on labor supply, thereby generating disproportionate differences in income. 6 In fact, in our setup income inequality can be greater than the underlying fundamental inequality.
In an otherwise-identical model with conventional keeping-up preferences (where everyone is assumed to be in the rat race), the first moment of the income distribution would depend solely on the first moment of the innate-ability distribution, and income equality would simply mirror the underlying fundamental inequality in endowments.
We go on to allow for the possibility that all agents have access to fair gamblesconsumption lotteries -that work in the following way: agents can place a bet with their entire income and get, either a high prize (which allows them to consume more than the benchmark) or a low prize (which forces them to drop out), and their odds depend on the size of the bet placed. While such lotteries 'convexify' preferences to a large extent, they cannot achieve strict convexity -after all, a lottery replaces the non-convex portion with a linear segment. The implication is that fundamental inequality continues to matter for the first and second moments of the induced distributions. As before, when ability-inequality rises, average labor supply and income may increase and so too their variances.
In studying voluntary risk-taking behavior in the presence of lotteries, especially in connection with endogenous income inequality, we are following a long line of research associated with Friedman and Savage (1948) , with more recent contributions by Freeman , agents face two technologies, a high-return modern technology and a low-return traditional technology, and entry into the former requires an up-front payment of a fixed cost. In such a setting, some poor risk-averse agents may save up to participate in a lottery; those who win receive a prize big-enough to pay the fixed cost, and thereby escape poverty. In Becker, Murphy, and Werning (2005), agents care both about consumption and status, the latter being a good sold in 'hedonic status markets' but in lumpy amounts -hence the nonconvexity. In such a setting, both rich and poor agents would voluntarily participate in lotteries; winners get both higher consumption and higher status, and losers get lower consumption and lower status, thereby generating income inequality. Gall (2008) introduces endowment lotteries in the framework of Galor and Zeira (1993) educational spending by parents. Young agents in richer households receive higher educational expenditure than those in poorer households; the latter spend more time on learning though. Status-seeking affects the learning incentives of young agents, and via this channel, the long-run income distribution. 7 The plan for the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines the model and 7 Long and Shimomura (2004) showed that, in the Ramsey model with initial-wealth heterogeneity, if relative wealth concerns appear in the utility function, poorer agents may catch up with wealthier agents. 6 characterizes the set of agents that participate in the rat race and those that drop out. Section 3 studies the impact of a change in the spread of the innate-ability distribution on the induced distributions; it contains our main results. Section 4 introduces consumption lotteries into the framework; the proof of the lottery contract is in Appendix B. Concluding remarks are contained in Section 5. Proofs of other major results are relegated to the online appendix.
The Model

Preliminaries
Consider a simple static model in which people (indexed by i) work for a fixed wage w.
Agents differ in their innate ability (equivalently, effective units of time endowment), 1+h i . 8 Agent i draws h i from an exogenously-specified continuous distribution with cdf F ¡ h i ¢ and
Leth denote the mean value of h, and let σ denote the standard deviation of the distribution of h.
Agents' preferences over consumption (c) and leisure (l) are summarized by the utility function U (c, l) as follows:
Here θ ≥ 0 is a scalar capturing the importance of staying ahead (see below) and κ > 0 is the to-be-specified consumption benchmark the agent takes as given and aspires to beat.
Also, φ > 0 is a parameter capturing the relative importance of leisure. 9 For now, assume 8 Our specification has one major advantage over a competing framework in which effective time endowment is the same across all agents but wages are different (because, say, innate human capital is different). In such a setting, a change in the spread of the underlying human capital distribution, via its effect on the wage distribution, would generate both an income effect and a substitution effect. Our framework removes the substitution effect, making the analysis more tractable. 9 Our preference formulation shares many similarities with those studied in Dupor and Liu (2003) . In their paper, an increase in per-capita consumption causes a) marginal utility from own consumption to rise relative to leisure (what they term "Keeping up with the Joneses" or KUJ) and/or b) ceteris paribus, it lowers the agent's own utility ("jealousy"). In our setup, those who consume more than the per-capita consumption behave exactly as people with KUJ and jealousy preferences in Dupor and Liu (2003) . The critical difference is that Dupor and Liu (2003) do not allow agents to drop out. In our framework, as will 7 the functions u and v are increasing and concave. For the present, focus attention on the "consumption portion" of these preferences. If θ = 0, there is no utility premium to beating κ, and as such, κ is irrelevant. In this case, the agent has a single utility function defined over the entire domain of consumption -the standard textbook setting. However, when θ is positive, the agent has a two-piece utility function, the pieces defined over non-overlapping portions of the consumption domain.
When her consumption exceeds κ, the agent receives utility from it as well as a bonus from beating κ (success in the rat race). This is the satisfaction from having "made it in life".
To carry on with the house example, only when her house is bigger than her neighbors' does the agent get extra utility from this knowledge; otherwise, all she gets is utility from the house itself. Two other points deserve mention. First, the utility she gets from "housing services" is not separable from the utility premium she gets because her house is bigger than those of her neighbors'. Second, for fixed leisure, the marginal utility of consumption is higher to the right of κ than to the left. Consequently, a kink (illustrated in Figure 1a ), become clear below, those who choose to drop out, do so, because they do not wish to work as hard as those who participate.
8 appears at κ.
In other respects, this formulation of preferences is fairly standard. Utility from consumption and leisure is assumed to be continuous and concave in each of the two segments.
As is common in specifications of keeping-up preferences, when c > κ, higher κ hurts the agent because it is harder to stay ahead of the neighbors. Also, for the range c > κ, our preferences exactly match the subtractive form of the external habits formulation used in Abel (1990) .
The rest of the model is deliberately kept extremely simple. Agent i allocates her effective time endowment between work (x) and leisure (l) , and so
Then agent i's budget constraint is given by c i = wx i . For future reference, note that in this highly-simplified setting, consumption, income, and labor supply are essentially one and the same thing.
c κ is drawn as the upper envelope (thick black curve) of the utilities in the two consumption domains, c ≤ κ, and c > κ. As is clear, the kink at κ creates a non-convexity in utility. 10 Notice that the non-convexity in the consumption portion of the preferences (see Figure   1a ) translates into a non-convexity in overall utility. For agent i, the theoretical possibility 10 Clark and Oswald (1998) get around this nonconvexity by postulating a utility function on a costly action a, where
U(c)
where a * is, say, the mean action in society, c (a) is the convex cost function, and α ∈ [0, 1].
arises that she is made better off in an ex-ante sense were she to accept a fair gamble, one which gives her consumption above κ with some probability and below κ with the remaining probability. We appeal to concerns of tractability and ignore the existence of such consumption lotteries for now; we return to this important issue in Section 4 below.
In what follows, people enjoying consumption greater than κ are informally dubbed participants -those participating in the rat race of staying ahead of their neighbors; all others are drop-outs, a catch-all phrase intended to replace the mouthful "non-participant in the rat race of keeping up with the Joneses". 11 The important thing is that when c < κ, the agent perceives no direct influence of the Joneses on her actions -she is out of the rat race.
As is evident, some agents may not have innate ability high enough to finance a level of consumption higher than κ, even when they enjoy no leisure. This implies that agents with h such that
olds are those who are forced (by their low ability) to stay out of the rat race. (Of course, if h F = h l , no agent is forced out of the rat race.) All others face a choice; they can work a lot to earn enough income so as to beat κ, or they can enjoy more leisure and drop out.
We now consider the possibility that some agents may choose to drop out of the rat race. In other words, restrict attention to those i for whom h i > h F . When such an agent is contemplating dropping out, her leisure and consumption are computed by solving
, taking κ as given; the subscript d refers to "dropping out".
This yields the following first order condition:
A valid interior optimum l i * d additionally satisfies w
The consumption choice will satisfy c i * d ≤ κ for all i who drop out. When that same agent contemplates joining the rat race, her leisure and consumption are computed by solving
, taking κ as given; the subscript r refers to "rat race participant". This yields
A valid interior optimum l i * r here satisfies w
The consumption choice will satisfy c i * r > κ for all i who participate. It follows her consumption will be higher and leisure lower under participation than not. It is also clear from (1) and (2) that for agent i, while the marginal benefit from an additional unit of leisure is the same under the option of participation or of dropping out, the accompanying marginal cost of lost consumption is higher (because θ > 0) under participation.
Ceteris paribus, a rise in κ reduces the effective consumption of a participant and raises her marginal valuation of effective consumption over leisure. This is the sense in which participation in the rat race entails allowing oneself to be negatively influenced by the consumption of a reference group -a complementarity also noted by Becker, Murphy, and Werning (2005) . When the marginal valuation of effective consumption over leisure rises, a participant's effective consumption falls, and she counters by substituting out of leisure (into work), earning more income, and raising her own consumption. Needless to say, a drop-out is spared all this.
Under the usual concavity assumptions of u and v, it is relatively straightforward to verify that for any i, there is a unique l * d that solves (1) and a unique l * r that solves (2). Also, l * d and l * r are each non-decreasing in h suggesting that leisure is a normal good for both participants and drop-outs. Note that it is quite possible that a sufficiently-rich agent under the option of participation will have higher leisure than a sufficiently poor agent under the option of dropping out.
Who participates, who doesn't
It is useful to learn more about the identities of who chooses to participate in the rat race and who does not. To that end, and for reasons of analytical tractability, for now we assume a quasi-linear form:
For this specification, the marginal utility of consumption of anyone who drops out is 1, and for anyone who participates, is constant at 1 + θ. Let φ u ≡ w (1 + h l ) and
It is easy to check that the first order conditions (1) and (2) imply that
hold. Then (A.1) implies that c i d , c i r ≥ 0 and l i d , l i r ≤ 1 + h i for each i. For these candidate solutions to be valid optima, we must verify that c i d ≤ κ and c i r > κ hold. From (3)-(4), it follows that l i r < l j d for any i, j implying that any agent who chooses to participate would enjoy less leisure than any other agent who chooses to drop out. The principal benefit of our choice of a quasi-linear form for utility is now apparent. Neither l i d nor l i k depends on h i ; hence, from (3)-(4), it is clear that the leisure of anyone who participates in the rat race is less than that of someone who drops out. Additionally, note that κ does not enter c i d or c i r , a convenient feature from the standpoint of analytical tractability. This last feature is not true in general -see Appendix A as well as Section 4 below.
An agent will choose to stay out of the rat race if the indirect utility from staying out exceeds that from participating. Define b ¡ h i ; κ ¢ to be the net difference in the utility an agent receives under the unconstrained optimization problems (i.e., the net utility difference between participating and dropping out, independent of whether or not c i d ≤ κ and c i r > κ hold). Then it is easily verified that
The first term represents the additional utility from higher consumption received from participation; the second term is the utility 'kick' the agent gets from the very act of participation, and the third term is the net loss in utility incurred from needing to work harder so as to be able to stay in. Formally, any agent i for whom
Notice that (5) implies that b
It follows that as φ rises, the net loss in utility incurred from needing to work harder (so as to be able to participate) rises. This raises the cut-off,ĥ; only those who get a sufficiently high utility premium from participation can rationally forego the accompanying loss in utility from having to work harder.
We now verify that c i d ≤ κ for anyone who chooses to drop out and c i r > κ for any agent who chooses to participate, and hence any agent who chooses to participate would enjoy more consumption than any other agent who chooses to drop out.
Lemma 1 If h i ≤ĥ , agent i drops out and chooses consumption c i d ≤ κ; if h i >ĥ , agent i participates in the rat race and chooses consumption c i r > κ. 12 In the proof of the following lemma, we verify that the consumptions for the agent with h i =ĥ indeed satisfy the constraints c . However, the utility received by the agent under the constrained problem will be less than that of the unconstrained dropping-out problem used in the construction of b h i ; κ . Consequently, we are assured that agents with h i >ĥ will prefer to participate rather than drop out of the rat race. A comparable argument can be made for agents with h i <ĥ for whom the unconstrained solution c i r > κ fails to hold. 13 In passing, note that when φ = 0,ĥ = h F ; i.e., if no one derives utility from leisure, then a person participates if and only if they can. When φ is positive, people care about leisure and only then does dropping out become a choice for some.
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The previous analysis suggests that, for a given reference point κ, the entire population gets divided into two categories. Those with effective time endowment h i <ĥ drop out of the rat race (either by choice or by force) and they are the "drop-outs"; those with
Denote byc, the cross-sectional mean consumption in the economy. Then,
Using the expressions for c i d and c i r derived earlier, it is straightforward to check that
where F ³ĥ ; σ´is the measure of agents (for given spread, σ) with ability less than or equal to the cut-offĥ, or more succinctly, the probability of an agent being in D. Since
≤ φ, it follows from (A.1) thatc > 0. It is clear from (7) that average consumption in the economy falls when F ³ĥ ; σ´rises. This is intuitive because those in the set D consume less than those in K and hence an increase in the probability mass of the former group lowers average consumption. Also, notice that c i = wx i = w
From (8), it is clear that average consumption and average leisure are inversely related.
A few additional words about eq. (7) (7)) that average consumption is higher when people care about keeping up. In short, c φ=0 >c φ>0,θ>0 >c φ>0,θ=0 obtains.
It remains to specify the societal consumption benchmark, κ. While there is obviously no uniquely acceptable way to choose κ, we posit without loss of much generality, that κ = λc, where λ is a positive scalar. Using κ = λc in (6) along with (7), we get a single equation in the cut-off,ĥ :
The next lemma outlines a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a unique cut-off.
Lemma 2 Denote
λ ≡ 1 + h l − φ w ln(1+θ) θ 1 +h − φ w 1 (1+θ) ; λ ≡ 1 + h u − φ w ln(1+θ) θ 1 +h − φ w .
There exists a uniqueĥ
Henceforth, we maintain Assumption (A.2). Notice that λ < 1 < λ holds. An implication of Lemma 2 is that the population gets split exactly into two groups, D and K. 15 What is additionally noteworthy is the dependence ofĥ on the entire distribution, F, not jusththis last feature is a consequence of the assumed dependence of κ on average consumption.
To foreshadow, a change in the exogenous innate-ability distribution will changeĥ via the change in κ (and hence, influence the size of the sets D and K), which in turn will 14 Average consumption is lower when φ > 0. The opportunity cost of leisure in terms of goods is φ 1+φ and this is subtracted from average consumption.
affect the induced distributions of income/consumption and leisure. Indeed, the effect will pervade beyond the first moments of these induced distributions. As will be evident, a model in which agents have no option to drop out will not generate such outcomes.
Moments of the induced distributions
For future use, define average leisure ¡l¢ in the economy as follows:
This is the weighted average of the leisure enjoyed by those who drop out and those who stay in; in our case, these weights are endogenous sinceĥ is endogenous. Using the expressions for l i d and l i r derived earlier, it follows that
Similarly, the variance of leisure may be calculated from
which simplifies to
Finally, denote byȳ, the cross-sectional mean income in the economy. Then, since income and consumption are identical,ȳ =c. The variance of income (the same as the variance of consumption) is given by
which, after routine simplification yields,
Among the first things to notice is that the mean and variance of income and leisure depend on the entire distribution of h -as noted earlier, this is a consequence of the dependence of κ on average consumption. Next, notice from (13) that variance of income is clearly more-than-proportionately higher than the variance of the underlying innateability distribution, σ 2 . And this is true when θ > 0, i.e., when people care about staying ahead of the Joneses. Put another way, the option to drop out of the rat race exacerbates fundamental inequality because it increases income inequality disproportionately -the pass-through (if you will) from fundamental to income inequality is more than one-toone. 16 A model with assumed/forced keeping-up cannot generate this. In such a setup, average leisure (assuming the quasi-linear preference structure of Section 2.2) would not even depend on the first moment of the innate-ability distribution, and the second moment of the income distribution (see (13)) would exactly mirror the same for the innate-ability distribution -merely 'reproducing variation in individual attributes'.
Changes in the innate-ability distribution
We are now in a position to ask the question, how do changes in the exogenous innateability distribution affect the induced distributions of income and leisure in the economy?
Our focus is restricted to a mean-preserving increase in the spread (MPIS) of the ability distribution. Such an increase redistributes mass away from the center and towards the tails. For a fixed cut-off, the mass redistribution would have a first-order effect on the number of drop-outs. In our setup, since the cutoff itself depends on average consumption, there would be an additional (second-order) effect; that is, the first-order change in average consumption would change the cutoff and hence the mass of drop-outs, and ultimately the 16 This result is special to the preference formulation used here because it produces leisure for the two groups that does not depend on their innate abilities. For other utility specifications, leisure tends to smooth some of the innate-ability differences, and hence, the pass-through from fundamental to income inequality may be less than one to one. For this reason, the interesting comparison is between the income inequality in an economy in which people care about keeping up (θ > 0) versus one in which they do not. In this context, it deserves mention that, for general utility specifications, the inequality in income is higher when people care about keeping up. This occurs because i) the leisure decision of agents that drop out is not affected by the benchmark, and ii) those that participate in the rat race must supply more labor if they care about keeping-up than if they don't. means and variances of the induced distributions of income and leisure.
Position of the cut-off ability relative to the mean
It is well known that if a new unimodal distribution, F (h, σ 2 ) , is obtained from an old one, F (h, σ 1 ) , via a mean-preserving increase in spread from σ 1 to σ 2 , it exhibits the single crossing property. That is, there exists an h * such that F (h, σ 2 ) R F (h, σ 1 ) whenever h Q h * . Also, when the mean is preserved, and F (.) is a symmetric and unimodal distribution, the single crossing takes place at the mean, i.e., h * =h. 17 See Figures 2a and 2b for an illustration. Intuitively, for a symmetric and unimodal distribution, a mean-preserving increase in spread redistributes the mass evenly away from the mean towards the tails, implying draws near the mean under the new distribution are less likely and draws near the tails are correspondingly more likely. The analytical results below are derived under the assumption that F (.) is a symmetric and unimodal distribution. 18 In that case, the position of the cut-off relative to the mean will be critical in what follows. 19 This is because for a symmetric distribution, when σ increases in a mean preserving manner, F ³ĥ ; σ´rises (falls) for allĥ below (above) 17 Recall, that for a density function f symmetric about its meanh, the skewness given by
is zero, and F h = 1/2. If μ 3 > 0, the density is often called skewed to the right, or having long tails to the right. 18 The robustness of our results extends to skewed distributions; see Section 4 below. 19 More generally, what is crucial is the position of the cut-offĥ relative to the single crossing point h * (which, for asymmetric distributions, may not coincide with the mean).
the single-crossing point (which, in this case, is the meanh). In short, for a symmetric, unimodal distribution, F 2 ³ĥ , σ´R 0 asĥ Sh.
Lemma 3 Let F (; σ) be a symmetric and unimodal distribution. Define
Then, a)ĥ Th iff λ T λ † , and b) λ < λ † < λ.
This means for any λ in the range
, σ´< 0 will obtain; similarly, for any λ in the range
, σ´> 0 will obtain. 20 We are now ready to state a very important result.
for a symmetric and unimodal distribution, dĥ dσ ≥ 0 holds, implying a mean-preserving increase in the spread raises the cut-off,ĥ.
To summarize: from Lemma 3, we know that for a symmetric and unimodal distribution of innate ability, the cut-off,ĥ, will exceed the mean,h, for high-enough λ. Proposition 1 takes it further by claiming that for symmetric distributions, and for high-enough λ, a mean-preserving increase in the spread raises the cut-offĥ.
As discussed above, for sufficiently high λ,ĥ >h holds and this implies F
³ĥ
; σ´falls when σ increases. In other words, a mean-preserving increase in spread reduces the mass on those not in the rat race. Since the consumption of the latter is lower than that of those who are, average consumption rises, and hence the cut-off rises.
Effect on the induced distributions
We start by exploring the effect on average leisure in the economy. In a sense, this is our flagship result; hence we devote a fair amount of words to explain it and provide intuition.
Many of the results that follow, work off similar intuition. 20 By inspection, λ † > 1. This is an artifact of our simplifying assumptions of symmetric distributions and quasi-linear utility. We have verified that for a more general CRRA form utility, λ † ≤ 1 is possible. In any case, it is not unreasonable to imagine that people who are in the rat race aspire to reach consumption levels that are "above average". In other words, for sufficiently high λ, a mean preserving increase in the spread of the innate-ability distribution reduces average leisure. Loosely speaking, Proposition 2 says that when people desire to stay ahead of a benchmark that exceeds average consumption, an increase in the underlying inequality pushes them to work harder on average. arguments similar to the ones presented below hold whenĥ is to the right of m). Under the original distribution, the mass of people dropping out is given by the area B + C + E + F ;
under the new distribution, the mass becomes A + E + F. Since both distributions are symmetric, B + E = A + E = 0.5 implying that the mass of agents belowh -all drop-outs 20 -is the same. Above the mean, the mass of drop-outs in the original distribution is C + F while it is F under the new distribution; this implies that the total mass of drop-outs is now reduced by the area C. 21 Since those that participate in the rat race consume less leisure than those who drop out, the net effect is that average leisure goes down.
More generally though, we know from Lemma 3 that a mean-preserving increase in the spread raises the cutoffĥ whenĥ lies aboveh (i.e., it moves the red line to the right).
Why? Above, we established that the net effect of an increase in spread is that average leisure goes down for a givenĥ ; this means average consumption rises and this causes the cutoffĥ to rise as well. The increase inĥ further serves to increase average leisure;
evidently, this last effect is of second-order magnitude.
Next, we study the effect of a MPIS of the innate-ability distribution on the second moment of the leisure distribution.
Proposition 3 Suppose λ > λ † . Then, for a symmetric and unimodal distribution,
In other words, for sufficiently high λ, a mean-preserving increase in the spread of the innate-ability distribution raises the variance of the leisure distribution.
How does a change in the innate-ability distribution affect the first and second moments of the income distribution? In other words, for sufficiently high λ, a mean-preserving increase in the spread of the innate-ability distribution raises the average income in the economy. It also increases the variance of income.
Consumption lotteries
The analysis thus far has ignored the possibility that agents may have access to consumption lotteries -a central theme in Sadler (2000) and Becker, Murphy, and Werning (2005).
We start with some general discussion regarding consumption lotteries and their potential to make some people, with our kind of keeping-up preferences, better off. To that end, focus attention on Figure 4 which plots the utility from consumption. A person with income y i faces a kinked utility function (the kink is at κ) in the consumption space. The kink introduces a non-concave segment in the utility function. Suppose a lottery was available that offered a top prize of c h > κ and a low prize of c l < κ; also suppose that if c l (c h ) was put into the lottery, the chance of winning the top prize was exactly 0 (1). In an ex-ante sense, an agent who can invest the income-equivalent of an amount in the range (c l , c h ) would be better off participating in the lottery. People with income-equivalents in the range (c l , κ) would benefit from having a shot at joining the rat race, while those with income-equivalents in the range (κ, c h ) would benefit from being able to reach c h .
We now derive the terms of such lotteries. 22 Consider a setting in which such lotteries are freely accessible by all agents, though, in equilibrium, not all will choose to participate. We assume the lotteries are fair in the sense that the expected payout to a lottery participant equals the amount invested in it.
Consider agent i who invests her income y i in such a lottery. 23 The lottery pays c h if agent i wins the lottery; otherwise it pays c l < y i . Let α i be the probability of agent i winning the lottery. Then, since the lottery is fair to agent i,
Since α i ∈ [0, 1], it follows that agent i participates in such a lottery if c h ≥ y i ≥ c l . In other words, the subset of agents that potentially participate in such a lottery are those with income-equivalents y i ∈ [c l , c h ] . In passing, notice that the odds of winning increase with the amount invested. Those whose incomes are below c l do not participate because they prefer the sure thing (their income) to any fair lottery offered to them. They are drop-outs.
Similarly, people with incomes above c h do not participate -they are rat race participants.
The remaining participate in the lottery aspiring to stay ahead of the Joneses; ex post, only a fractionᾱ succeed whereᾱ is the mean α of all lottery players.
How are c l and c h selected? We posit a perfectly competitive lottery industry where individual lottery firms are Nash competitors. In other words, c l and c h are chosen by maximizing the expected utility of any lottery participant. The lottery firm is aware that its choices of c l and c h would affect the labor supply decision of the participants.
Proposition 5
The lottery prizes, c l and c h , satisfy
An agent with income y i ∈ [c l , c h ] faces the odds
of winning the top prize, c h .
Notice that the prizes, c h and c l , are independent of i. In passing, notice that (14) represents the line segment AB in Figure 4 , a tangency condition if you will, with the tangent touching points A and B.
In our framework, as is readily apparent, an agent can influence her odds of winning the lottery, α, by working harder. The question then arises, conditional on an agent participating in the lottery, what is the optimal amount of leisure she enjoys? If she participates, her expected utility as a function of her choice of leisure is given by
where
. Then, the first order condition for an interior solution is given by
Since
is independent of l and i. This implies the solution of (15) is independent of i. In short, all lottery participants enjoy the same leisure; those with high h get higher incomes (and hence, better odds) than those with lower h.
From here on, we focus attention on a special functional form for preferences:
For the preferences described by (16) , it is easy to check that (14) reduces to
Using (27)-(??) in the appendix, and (17), it can be shown that
Using (15), it also follows that the leisure of all lottery participants is given by
.
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Then, using (19) - (20) in Appendix A, it can be shown that
In other words, there emerges an endogenous separation of the population into three groups.
Those with ability less than h † drop out and do not participate in the lottery; and those with ability greater than h * are in the rat race even though they do not participate. Those aspiring to join the rat race are lottery participants, those with ability
The log-log formulation is a departure from the preferences used earlier in the paper.
It is discussed in greater detail in Appendix A. The reason for the change is simple: for the preferences described in Section 2.2, everyone participates in the lottery, and hence, no one can make the ex-ante choice to participate in the rat race or drop out; their ex post status is determined entirely by the lottery outcome. The preferences outlined in (16) When lotteries are available, the lottery players' leisure is described by the line segment AD. Agents with ability in the range ¡ h † , h * ¢ , the erstwhile drop-outs, now participate in the lottery; their leisure is described by AF and no longer by AB. Similarly, agents with ability in the range ³ĥ , h * ´, the erstwhile participants, now play the lottery; their leisure is described by the segment FD and no longer by CD. It follows that if the distribution of h puts sufficient weight on agents with low h (those who enjoy reduced leisure), the overall effect of introducing lotteries is a likely reduction in average leisure.
It is not possible to make much analytical progress from here on. Below, we present an example illustrating the effects of MPIS in h on the first and second moments of the induced distributions. The expressions for these moments are derived in Appendix A. It is assumed that h follows a skewed Beta distribution; the figures below support our claim that the theoretical results derived earlier for symmetric distributions generalize to skewed distributions. introducing lotteries converts the erstwhile rat race participants into lottery players; ceteris paribus, this raises the income inequality.
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From biblical times, human beings have struggled with an innate desire to covet their neighbors' possessions. For many, this translates into a seemingly endless pursuit of keeping up to the consumption standards set by their neighbors. Others simply drop out of this rat race. In this paper, we take the stance that people who successfully keep up with their neighbors receive an extra boost in utility relative to those who drop out. We embed this preference formulation in a simple framework in which heterogenous-ability agents get utility not just from consumption but also from the very act of keeping up with a benchmark proportional to the average level of consumption. We ask, what do such preferences imply for the distribution of income (and leisure) in an economy? We find that only the highability agents choose to keep up and they enjoy higher consumption but lower leisure than those who stay out of the rat race. When ability-inequality rises in a mean-preserving manner, average leisure and income in the economy may fall and leisure and income may get more dispersed. Such connections between inequality, work, and consumption do not emerge from a standard keeping-up-with-the-Joneses framework.
Embedded in a growth model, our framework has the potential to address themes connecting current second moments with future first moments of the income distribution.
These themes recur in the works of Benabou (1996) and Galor (1996) among numerous others. It is important to note that the source of inequality in these models is typically a non-convex investment technology, preventing convergence of incomes. Our formulation suggests that non-convexity in preferences may also be important.
The analysis also sheds some light on the transatlantic leisure-differential issue. 24 Prescott (2004) , for example, has argued that higher marginal income tax rates in Europe relative to the U.S. are closely correlated with their shorter workweeks and expanding vacations.
While no doubt tax rates have strong effects on the first moment of the leisure distribution, 24 Prescott (2004) and others ask: in recent times, why are Americans working so much harder than the Europeans? Suppose one loosely proxies the income distribution by the innate-ability distribution. In that case, one could argue that all else being similar across the two shores of the Atlantic, the higher income inequality in the United States may be inducing more Americans to join the rat race and work harder on average than their European counterparts. our analysis suggests that fundamental inequality may have additional effects on average leisure above and beyond those implied by average tax rates. Our analysis also suggests that the entire distribution of tax rates (aka the tax structure), not just the average tax rate, that affects the various moments of the leisure distribution.
Our preference formulation has other potential applications, such as in the area of asset pricing. Similarly, the model could be extended to allow different income classes to keep up with consumption levels closer to their own. A dynamic version of this economy that includes a consumption-saving choice may shed light on the connection between income inequality and aggregate savings. Our formulation may also prove to be important in interpreting the recent evidence on leisure inequality in the U.S. (see Kuhn and Lozano, 2008) . We leave these, and other issues, for future research. 30 which has the same sign as F 2 ³ĥ , σ´.
H Proof of Proposition 3
Straightforward differentiation of V (l) yields 
